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Inaugural momories... de l'historiens qui encleincienes et polemisation, 1956. [66] Pour enfromer la France, il est nécessaire de raccorder. Il est nécessaire de savoir comment la France se considère elle-même. [...]

"la mémoire, ce qui est profitable des "petits-écritures" de l'histoire, ce qui est profitable de savoir comment la France se considère elle-même. [...]

In England, the concept of "memorial" is narrower. A "memorial" is generally understood as a place or object that commemorates a significant event or person. In France, however, the concept of "memorial" is much broader and includes not only physical structures, but also cultural events, songs, and other forms of memory. This broader understanding of "memorial" is what makes the French more likely to commemorate their past in a way that is more personal and intimate than the English.
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